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Abstract. Hybrid networks take data forwarding decisions at multiple network

levels. In order to make an efficient use of hybrid networks, traffic engineering

solutions (e.g., routing and data grooming techniques) are commonly employed.

Within the specific context of a self-managed hybrid optical and packet switch-

ing network, one important aspect to be considered is how to efficiently and au-

tonomically move IP flows from the IP level over lightpaths at the optical level.

The more IP traffic is moved (offloaded), leaving the least amount of traffic on the

IP level, the better. Based on that, we investigate in this paper different strategies

to move IP flows onto lightpaths while observing the percentage of offloaded IP

traffic per strategy.
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1 Introduction

The need for a separation between heavy applications and the normal Internet traffic

over a shared network infrastructure has increased the importance of hybrid networks.

Through the use of hybrid network infrastructures, backbone networks are able to pro-

vide better performance by means of faster delivery and more reliable data transmission.

In such a hybrid environment, IP flows can traverse a hybrid network through either a

lightpath or a chain of routing decisions. Moving large amounts of data from the IP

level to the optical level enables flows to experience faster and more reliable transmis-

sions with optical switching than with traditional IP routing. Meanwhile, the regular

IP routing level is offloaded and can serve smaller flows better. Moreover, transmitting

data flows at the optical level is cheaper than transmitting them at the IP level [11].

In order to configure a hybrid network and create lightpaths for IP flows, a manage-

ment mechanism is required. Currently, GMPLS signaling and conventional manage-

ment are important solutions for that [3]. GMPLS coordinates the creation of lightpaths

by employing signaling messages that are exchanged between adjacent nodes along the

path from source to destination node of a flow [12]. In the conventional management,

on the other side, a central manager individually configures each node in the trans-

mission path. Both GMPLS and conventional management rely on human decisions in
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order to select which flows would remain at the IP level and which other flows should

be offloaded to the optical level. As expected, the human intervention turns the whole

process slow and error-prone.

Based on the aforementioned state-of-the-art for the management of hybrid

networks, it would be interesting to have a decision making process that could be au-

tomated in order to minimize human intervention. Having that in mind, a new manage-

ment approach for hybrid networks is under investigation at the University of Twente,

namely self-management of hybrid optical and packet switching networks [7,9,8]. One

of the main challenges in such an investigation is to find out appropriate lightpath se-

tups in which the available capacity of optical wavelengths is consumed in an optimal

manner. For example, through the multiplexing of many flows into a single wavelength.

Techniques for that, while considering certain design conditions (e.g., minimum cost),

are generally referred as traffic grooming [6,14].

In this context, we pose the following research question to be answered in this paper:

what traffic grooming strategy offloads the highest percentage of IP traffic to the optical

level? Depending on the grooming strategy employed, the percentage of offloaded traf-

fic could differ significantly. At the optical level, each wavelength has a fixed amount of

available bandwidth. In most cases, the sum of the offloaded flow rates will not fill the

fully available wavelength capacity, leaving some of the capacity unused. Therefore,

grooming techniques should strive to minimize the amount of unused capacity, which

increases the possible offload percentage.

In this paper we evaluate the performance of some grooming strategies. These strate-

gies have the purpose of grooming many IP flows, regardless the granularity of the IP

flows, over the available lightpaths. The list of strategies that we investigate here is in-

spired by an earlier research on strategies and related algorithms for achieving dynamic

routing of data flows for global path-provisioning [13]. Whereas the authors of the

previous research have investigated the blocking probability while observing different

offloading strategies to accommodate LSPs (Label Switched Path) on established light-

paths, we observe the percentage of IP traffic that can be offloaded to the optical level.

Through the use of simulation we evaluate the performance of grooming strategies

while observing the percentage of traffic that is offloaded by each one of them. For

that, we employ three different strategies: dedicated, spreading, and packing. As a side

research, we also observe the energy consumption of each strategy. In order to do that,

we look at the number of in-use wavelengths while accommodating the offered flows

that need to be offloaded to the optical level.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review the cur-

rent status in the field of traffic grooming in hybrid networks. In Section 3 we describe

our simulation model and present a network topology used in our evaluation scenarios.

In Section 4 we discuss the simulation results and finally, in Section 5, we close this

paper with final remarks and perspectives for future work.

2 Related Work

Our research is inspired by the research performed by Sabella et al. [13] who focus

on a solution for an online-routing function, which allows the network to promptly re-

act to traffic changes. The authors have proposed a strategy and related algorithms to
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achieve dynamic routing of data flows. To accommodate new traffic requests, they have

proposed the use of two algorithms: (i) a routing algorithm, to find a route for the re-

quested traffic, and (ii) a grooming algorithm, to assign for any link of the route the

traffic to an optical channel. Looking at the latter, the authors concluded that, by choos-

ing the right grooming strategy, a reduction from two up to about four time of refused

bandwidth for a network load of 70% and 55%, respectively, can be achieved. More-

over, the authors have argued that the gain of the proposed strategy (packing strategy) is

greater when the average granularity of LSP’s are coarser, and have remarked that this

gain tends to diminish when the network becomes uniformly congested.

An important difference between our work and of Sabella et al. [13] is the goal of the

grooming function; where Sabella et al. have aimed to maximize non-blocking proba-

bility when multiplexing LSPs into the given wavelengths, we aim to achieve maximum

percentage of offloading IP traffic when sending high amount of traffic reaching up to

100% of the total bandwidth.

Drummond et al. [5] carried out a similar investigation through the use of simula-

tion. They showed that the NS-2 simulator, combined with the OWns package, is able

to simulate grooming capabilities of IP flows into wavelengths. Despite the use of sim-

ulation to observe different grooming strategies, Drummond et al., did not consider the

performance of such strategies as we consider in this paper.

Operational research aims at providing analytic methods to structure and understand

complex situations as well as to use this understanding to improve and predict a sys-

tem’s behavior [10]. Based on that, our work is aligned with the operational research

field, since we aim at formulating a model that enables us to analyze and understand the

behavior of our system by means of simulation. The result of our simulation enables

us to analyze the system behavior regarding the formulated method, which leads to the

best performing system (e.g., highest offload percentage).

3 Simulation Model

In this section we describe the model we use to simulate the offloading strategies con-

sidered in this paper. We then present: a network topology (subsection 3.1), the flow

handling (i.e., starting, offloading, and termination) (subsection 3.2), the evaluated cri-

teria (subsection 3.3), and the scenarios (subsection 3.4). This simulation model enables

the evaluation of the performance of our system in terms of percentage of offloaded IP

traffic.

3.1 Topology

Our topology (Figure 1) consists of two routers being logically connected via an OC-

192 link, which actually comprises of eight OC-24 links. The unidirectionally trans-

mitted data (IP flows) is sent from Router 1 to Router 2. These IP flows vary in rate

between 1 Mbps to 500 Mbps. In order not to exceed the overall optical link bitrate, the

total bandwidth of the transmitted flows is limited to 9.952 Gbps (the equivalent of an

OC-192 link). All the flows generated by Router 1 are initiated at the IP level and they

stay at such a level until the offload procedure moves them to the optical level.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the flow handling (start, offload, and termination) during the simulation

3.2 Start and Termination of Flows

The start and termination of flows is regulated as described in Figure 2. When an arrival

event occurs, a new flow is started and the next flow arrival event is scheduled.

For the inter arrival of flows we assumed a negative exponential distribution (λ =

0.1234175251). For the termination of a flow, we assume a Weibull distribution (λ =

0.0190299, k = 0.17494315). These assumptions are based on the analysis performed

on the IP data collected from the University of Twente network.

Upon starting the flow, a bandwidth check is performed to ensure the available band-

width in the network and to prevent packet loss. The total available capacity CA is

found by taking the used bandwidth CU
i per wavelength i, and the used bandwidth CU

IP

on the IP level, together with the total link capacity Lc (=9.952 Gbps).
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C
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U
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(1)

If enough bandwidth has been determined, a depart event is scheduled and the flow

is assigned to the IP level. The offload event is triggered in a fixed interval of one

second. This event will cause the offload process of moving IP flows from the IP level

to the optical level. It is important to mention that the order of offloading the flows is

determined according to the rate of the flow: flows with the highest rates are offloaded

first. When a flow has been offloaded and assigned to a wavelength, it will stay on this

wavelength until it terminates. When a departure event is triggered, the associated flow

will be terminated. At the moment of its termination, a flow can reside at the IP level

or at the optical level. In both cases, the bandwidth associated with the flow will be

released. In case this event will cause a wavelength to become empty, this wavelength

will be torn down in order to save energy.

3.3 Evaluation Criteria

During the simulation, flows are generated and, whenever possible, offloaded to the op-

tical level. The evaluation of the simulation is done with the goal of finding the best per-

forming offload strategy (e.g., the strategy that has the highest percentage of offloaded

IP traffic). Thus, we take the amount of traffic that resides at the IP level and compare it

with the amount of traffic at the optical level. We use the percentage of offloaded traffic

as a measurement to determine the performance of the offloading strategy.

offloaded(%) =

∑

C
U
i

CU

total

× 100 (2)

Where CU

total
is formulated as:

C
U

total =
∑

C
U

i + C
U

IP (3)

We also evaluate the energy consumption at the optical level by monitoring the num-

ber of wavelengths used during our simulation. The power consumption values of each

optical element is depicted in Figure 3. The 8 x 1 Gbps transponders represent the 8

x OC-24 lightpaths connecting the OXC (Optical Cross-Connect) with the WDM ter-

minal, and a 10 Gbps transponder connecting the WDM terminal with a demux. This

demux connects to its counter-part, with amplifiers in between. Then, all the optical el-

ements aforementioned repeat themselves in inverted order until OXC2. It is important

to highlight that the transponders are switched on and off on-demand. They are auto-

matically switched on when there is data to be transmitted and switched off when there

is no data transmission (to save energy). The minimum energy consumption (e.g., no

data is sent) comprises of the energy consumption of the OXCs + the WDM terminals +

10GTx/Rx packs + WDMs + amplifiers on both sides. The amount of energy consump-

tion when data is transmitted is the minimum amount of energy consumption plus the

corresponding link’s transponders of the in-use wavelengths.
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption per element (watt) at the optical level

3.4 Scenarios

When IP flows are offloaded to the optical level, and more than one wavelength is

able to serve the offloaded flow, a criteria is needed to select the proper wavelength.

In our attempt to find the best performing strategy for offloading IP flows from the IP

level to the optical level, three different strategies are considered: dedicated, spreading,

and packing. For the sake of performance evaluation we also investigate the effects

when offloading only the biggest flow per offloading event, instead of offloading all

possible IP flows. Furthermore, we look into the effects of allowing more coarser flows

by limiting the maximum flow rate to the equivalent of an OC-24 link (i.e., 1.244 Gbps).

Dedicated: This strategy offloads one flow per unused wavelength. In practice, this

means that a maximum of eight flows (one per wavelength) are offloaded to the optical

level. The other remaining flows stay at the IP level until one of the offloaded flows

ends, releasing thus the wavelength. When a new offload event occurs, the biggest flow

at the IP level is offloaded, and subsequently, dedicatedly assigned to one wavelength.

Spreading: This strategy aims for an equally distributed utilization (in terms of band-

width) of the wavelengths. By choosing the least loaded wavelength for assigning the

offloaded flow, an attempt is made to equally divide the flows over the available wave-

lengths. This offloading algorithm chooses the wavelength with the most bandwidth

capacity available to serve the flow to be offloaded.

Packing: Opposite to the spreading strategy, this strategy chooses the wavelength which

is most loaded, i.e., by checking all the available wavelengths and selecting the most

loaded one able to serve the requested flow. Since the other wavelengths are kept less

loaded, the chance to serve a flow with a large bandwidth request increases. By using

this strategy an attempt is made for maximizing the probability to find a wavelength

that is able to serve a flow with a large bandwidth demand.

3.5 Biggest Flow, Highest Priority

While non-offloaded flows are kept at the IP level due to not enough bandwidth avail-

able, all other flows at the IP level are offloaded to the optical one. For the sake of our
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performance evaluation, we also observed the performance when we offload only the

flow with the highest rate at the IP level. If this flow cannot be offloaded, all flows are

kept at the IP level until the next offload event is triggered, serving the highest possible

priority to the biggest flow.

4 Simulation Results

In this section we discuss the simulation results. For the simulation of flows over an opti-

cal connection, we made use of the NS-2 simulation tool [1]. This tool does not simulate

WDM networks [5] [4] without an additional module such as Optical WDM Network

Simulator (OWns) [2]. Some features needed for our simulation, such as grooming

multiple flows into the same wavelength, are not available in the OWns module. Just

like NS-2, the OWns module is based on open source, which allowed us to code this

function. We performed our simulations in a time interval of 200,000 seconds (roughly

two days).

As expected, the performance of the dedicated strategy is considerably lower than

the spreading and packing strategies (Figure 4). This can be explained by the fact that

only one flow per wavelength can be assigned, leaving significant amount of bandwidth

unused. In our scenario we have used flow rates between 1 to 500 Mbps. Since one OC-

24 link has a total bandwidth capacity of 1.244 Gbps, the maximum possible offloading

percentage is about 40% when the maximum link capacity is in use. Obviously, this is

not realistic in practice. As Figure 4 shows, the offloaded percentage lies between 20%

and 30%. This number can increase up to 50% when the granularity of the flows are

coarser (e.g., flow rates between 1 Mbps to 1.244 Gbps). We also observed the perfor-

mance when offloading only the biggest flow, as described in subsection 3.5. In this

case, the simulation results show no significant differences for the dedicated strategy

because the flows are offloaded almost in the same order.

The spreading and packing strategies perform better than the dedicated strategy. By

allowing multiple flows per wavelength, the used capacity per wavelength increases

significantly. As Figure 4 shows, both spreading and packing perform roughly between

90% and 100%. There are some moments where the spreading strategy show better

results than the packing strategy, but on average the packing strategy (96.7%) slightly

outperformed the spreading strategy (96.4%). The main reason for the better performing

packing strategy is because it aims for maximizing the probability to serve a flow with

a high bandwidth demand as described in section 3.4.

Unlike the dedicated strategy, the packing and spreading strategies perform a little

less efficient when the flows are coarser (i.e., higher variance in flow rate). The time

a flow needs to reside at the IP level grows when the flow rate is higher, resulting in

lower offload percentages. When rates vary between 1 Mbps to 1.244 Gbps, the packing

strategy shows better performance (94.7%) in comparison to the spreading one (93.9%).

Looking at the ‘biggest flow, highest priority’ alternative, strong dropping is ob-

served (Figure 5). This is caused by flows with a high bandwidth demand residing on

the IP level due to insufficient available bandwidth on the optical level. When one of the

wavelengths is able to accommodate the ‘waiting’ flow, a quick recovery of the offload

percentage takes place. On average we can see that the packing strategy outperforms

the spreading strategy when the ‘biggest flow, highest priority’ alternative is applied.
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Fig. 4. Offload percentage per grooming strategy. Flow rates vary from 1 Mbps to 500 Mbps.
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Fig. 5. Offload percentage per grooming strategy. Flow rates vary from 1 Mbps to 1.244 Gbps,

using the ‘biggest flow, highest priority’ alternative.

4.1 Energy Consumption

By observing the energy consumption of the different strategies, we can conclude that

due to the small amount of time that one or more wavelengths are idle, there is no

significant difference in energy consumption among the considered strategies. We do
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see however a small difference in the packing strategy when compared with the other

ones. This difference arises mainly at the start of the simulation, when the total used

bandwidth has not reached the near maximum transmission rate yet. When the network

load is close to maximum, all eight wavelengths are in use and, independently from the

used strategy, the energy consumption is quite similar. Table 1 summarizes the percent-

age of time that all wavelengths were in use.

Table 1. The percentage of time with all eight wavelengths in use

Strategy Percentage

Packing 99.82%

Spreading 99.97%

Dedicated 99.98%

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Through use of simulation we have shown the performance behavior of three different

offloading strategies, i.e., dedicated, packing, and spreading. We also observed the ef-

fects when using coarser flow rates, and we looked into an offload variant to serve flows

with the biggest rate first. We conclude that, regardless the granularity of the flow rates,

the packing strategy is superior to its spreading variant. At the cost of about 1%, it is

possible to provide the highest priority to the biggest flow.

We also observed the energy consumption of the optical level, depending on the

used strategy. Independently from the employed strategy, transmission rates are near

maximum, therefore the percentage of time that one or more wavelengths are not in use

is negligible. This has a direct impact on the energy consumption because the in-use

wavelengths determine the difference in the percentage of consumed energy. For this

reason we conclude that there is no significant difference in power consumption.

In our work we assumed that all flows have constant rates and do not change over

time. As future work, it lies in the extension of this work to investigate the performance

behavior when flow rates change over time. Although we concluded that there is no sig-

nificant difference in power consumption, it might also be interesting to investigate if

this conclusion holds when the network load is not near maximum capacity, increasing

the chance that one or more wavelengths are not in use and therefore using less energy.

At last, the use of a more complex topology, e.g., where not fully utilized ingress wave-

lengths can be groomed into fewer egress wavelengths, may be considered in order to

observe whether there is any reduction in the number of active wavelengths.
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